
An Alarming Leap in 
Cyberattacks Against 
Law Groups

Thousands of accounts are breached daily.

$ 10B 
in business costs rack 

up from cybersecurity 

attacks annually.

3.4B 
phishing emails are sent 

every day—accounting 

for 90% of breaches.

70% 

of employees fall for 

phishing attempts 

on average.

90% 
of the Internet 

is made up of 

the dark web.

	� 1 out of every 40 attacks target a law firm or 
insurance provider.

	� 5 prominent law firms were targeted by bad 
actors in under a month.

	� 300 clients were impacted in the Convington 
& Burling law firm breach, inciting legal 
recourse by the United States Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC).

	� 5 would-be class actions were filed so far 
this year over alleged law firm cyberattacks.

Legal firms are 
an attractive 
breach target.

33M 
data records are expected 

to be compromised due to 

phishing attacks this year.

300K 
new malware are 

created daily.

Bad actors frequently target law firms because of the 
valuable, sensitive information they maintain. 

According to Bloomberg Law, breaking news on data breaches has become an 

almost weekly occurrence with headlines on hackers accessing different data types—

including personal client information, financial documents, contracts, court filings, 

depositions, and payment information. Because most law firms make client data 

accessible across their group, they face challenges balancing security needs and 

sharing data—a security conundrum for many legal groups. Firms are actively facing 

legal suits themselves from clients after personal details were compromised.



What makes Fruth Group Different?

Fruth Group is vetted in partnering with law firms nationally to safeguard 

sensitive legal and client information. Our business relationships are built 

on trust, precision, and performance outcomes. 

We actively support a deep portfolio of legal groups to mitigate risk—

connecting the right security solutions and services to safeguard your 

firm with nine key areas. No matter your needs, each plan includes:

Protect your firm and your clients.

Email Verification 

Password Management

Multi-Factor Authentication

Contact your account executive, 

scan, or call us at (877) 272-0946.

Visit FruthGroup.com
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